
There are many categories of products that call themselves “the A-Class”. From cars to consumables 
and from trade to transport. What makes this new line of attachable digital microscope cameras the 
A-Class in Motic’s lineup of Moticam? The answer is in the letter. This camera has many features and 

characteristics that start with A. Let’s look at a few a bit closer:

Affordable
At Motic, we have been fortunate to rely on our
cross-disciplined RnD as well as sourcing teams. This
has allowed us to adopt many of our higher category
features and components into this new package,
enabling us to lower the MSRP to an even more
affordable level.
Accessories
The Moticam A-Line follows our All-In-One-Box
methodology.
This means that with the included focusable
lenses, eyepiece adapters and glass calibration slide,
you can convert almost any conventional microscope
into a digital microscope.
Adaptable
This line of cameras feature our state-of-the-art
sCMOS imaging unit packed in a high-quality metal
housing. There is nothing “budget” about it, except
perhaps the price. The on-board UVC technology
means that you no longer have to search for and
install a specific driver. This camera works equally
well. Blazingly fast whether you are using USB2 or
USB3 ports.

Moticam A8
Live - Print - Documentation
The Moticam A8 uses a fast sCMOS imaging setup
to deliver 3840x2160 pixel images at up to 15pfs.
That’s 4K imaging with 8MP resolution. With its
higher resolution, the A8 is also ideal for docu-
mentation and flexible image capturing.



MotiConnect
Easy - Flexible – Downloadable

The MotiConnect is a multi-platform toolbox to make the most out of your new Moticam A-Class product.
Capture, Annotate, Measure and evaluate using simple to understand and easy to use tools. This free software can also be enhanced by 

purchasing the more advanced Motic Images Plus 3.1 from your nearest Motic Outlet.


